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slraints on public policies fur both practical and theoretical reasons. First, in the
lale 1960s and early 1970s, a wave of ambitious policy making-like Lyndon Baines
Johnson's "Great Society" initiative in the 1Jnite<l States or the expansion of the
pow·ers of the federal government through constitutional reform in Germany-met
with disappointment. Despite unpreeedented popular suppott for using the tools of
governn1ent to in1prove societies, many of these progrd.ms did not achieve their ends.
The problems to be addressed were not solved; the monies that had been allocated
were in some cases not even spent (Pressn1an and \rVildavsky 1984). Second, as
scholars sought to understand the roots of these policy failures, their theoretical
attention turned a\vay from societies, and 1owards institutions. As tl1e fol1o\ving
sections of this chapter will detail, there is thus a historical and theoretical affinity
between policy studies and institutional theory. Institutions have affected policies,
and policies have changed our understandings of institutions. Indeed, policy studies
have led to an institutionalist inlerprelation of politics, and new theories about
democratic governance.
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1.

THE IMPACT OF POLICY STUDIES ON
INSTITUTIONALIST THEORY

have been
Jn the i9-os
) and 1960s, both political science and policy studies might
tenned "society centered." Politics \Vere often undcrstood as a "vector-sum" of_group
pressures or as the outco1nes of long-term societal tren�s s�mmarized by the
shorthand term "1nodernization." On this view, various sooetal interests competed
for governmental resources by forming interest groups, and by usi�g any available
channel of access to govern1nent in order to press for policy concessions. As long as
the "multiple memberships" of group adherents (members of � �arent-teach�r
organization, for e:xan1ple, nllght belong to several different rehg1ons or ethnic
backgrounds) restrained group leaders from becon1ing too extreme, and as.long as
"potential interests" (citizens that could p�tentially mobilize t?, defend an intere��·
especially that of the overarching constitutional fran1ework or rules of the gan1e )
restrained both groups and government fro1n departing from the rules of the g��e,
_
.
interest group lobbying could produce both den1ocratic and �ffect1ve pubh� �ohc1es.
to
c1t1zens
of
1nterests
the
Indeed, by providing a 1nechanisn1 for representing
dem�cracy
ta1ned
both
it
called
Trun1an
as
process,"
al
government, the "govcrn1nent
:
and pTovided for responsive goven1n1ent, attuned to changing proble1ns � used by
economic and social development (197111951; see also Dahl 1961). The pluralist model
thus assun1ed an efficient transmission of preferences fron1 citizen to state, and
� �
viewed political decisions and outcomc.s as the result of a natural �qui ibr un1 of
�
t1ons as
1nstrtu
1er
ot
and
state
the
saw
ci1izen and group preferences. The pluralists
.
to a
adaptatton
raptd
expected
and
,
competition
group
interest
of
arbiters
neutral

changing environn1ent.
. .
. .
Critics attacked the "pluralist" viev.. ' of public policy for not addressing inequahttes
in polverthat preceded the onset of the interest group process such a� l he "priv�legcd
'.
.
position of business" (Lindblotn 1977), the tendency of political dcosion n1alang to
be restricted to a "power elite" occupying the "comn1and posts" of both governtnent
and the "military-industrial complex" (Mills 1956), an<l the importance of non
decisions--·the areas of policy that never even 1nake it onto the political agenda
,
(Connolly i969; Crcnson i971; Lukes 1974). Si1nilarly, a renewed interest in class
. .
relations and the "capitalist state" led to the suspicion that interest group barga1n1ng
might simply serve to hide the more significant power relations-in this case related
_
to the econo1nic system-that could better explain patterns of pohcy,
and perhaps
thus the failures of the 1960s reform era (Offe i984; Alford and Pricdfa.nd 1985).
(:renson's book, The Un-Politics ofAir Pollution (1971) provides a good example of
this "third face" of power, as Lukes bas called it. In Gary, Indiana-the location of th e
.
headquarters of US Steel-there were no con1plaints in the early 1�5os about air
pollution, whereas across the river in East Chicago, Illinois, co1npla1nts by house
wives about dirty laundry evolved into a full-scale social move1nent that successfully
pressured local government to enact legislation to introduce air pollution controls. If
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we assu1ne an efficient policy process, and imputed preferences fron1 the political
process, we would condude that citize11s in Gary were less interested in clean air than
those in East Chicago. Crenson argues that it is more plausible to assume that the
large nu1nber of persons eniployed by US Steel made citizens in Gary hesitate to
n1ake a stink about air pollution, as air pollution controls might cause a loss of jobs
for the city. In other words, issue� of importance to citizens do not auto1natically lead
to the forniation of protest or interest groups- Consequently, we cannot assume that
public policies have rnerit because they were produced by a democratic process;
instead, we must judge both the quality of political participation in policy decision
1naking and the resulting public policies by independent, substantive standards, such
as environn1ental quality or social justice.
In contrast to the pluralist and structufal power views of public policy, an
alternative approach looked to features of government and the polity to explain
both the enactrnent ru1d imple1ne11tation of public policies. In part inspired by neo
Marxist theories of the capitalist state, the "state-centered" approach took its main
guidance from the works of Weber, Hintze, and lbcqueville (Skocpol 1985). On this
view, states should be conceptualized botl1 as actors and as structures. As actors,
individual bureaucrats and politicians within the state acted according to their ideas
regarding good govcrnn1ent, and their interests in advancing their own careers or the
stature of their agency. As structures, states shaped the policy-making process by
their organization, and hence the access of vmious groups and social strata to
govern111ental decision tnaking, as well as the pattern of policy i1nplen1entation.
SkocpoJ has pointed out several different mechanisms by which states might shape
public policies . The career paths of politicians may inake some policies (but not
others) attractive to the particular politicians in strategic locations in the polity for
launching policy initiatives. This, \"/as the case for exan1ple in the legislation of the
New Deal. Labor legislation such as the Wagner Act guaranteeing the right to union
representation was more ceutral than many aspects of the welfare state that could not
pass through the gauntlet of congressional comn1ittees unless slimmed down to
exclude many basic social rights, such as health care and the right to live according
to a national or universal standard of "decency and health" (Skocpol 1980). Such
political decisions continued to set constraints on future public policies by affCcting
states' strategic capacities and establishing policy legacies. In the United States and
Britain, Keynesian policies were impeded, because state capacities 10r economic
niodcling and access to economic expertise were less institutionalized than in the
Swedish case, for example (Weir and Skocpol 1985). In a sin1ilar vein, Zysman (1983)
points out that national industrial policies depend upon a particular organization of
the banking system: if firms depend upon equity markets for capital, govenunents do
not have the capacity for governing industrial development; if firn1s, by contrast, rely
on national or regional banks, govern1nents can promote particular investment
policies and hence, influence industrial developn1ent.
Previous policies aJso impart a lasting legacy to policy making by affecting the
views and opinions of both citizens and the political elite. The subordination of US
Civil War pensions to patronage politics and the spoils system created a suspicion of
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social progra1ns amongst Alnerican policy activists who might otherwise have fough t
for an expanded welfare state during the Progressive era (Orloff and Skocpol 1984).
More generally, as Pierson (J994) has argued, pension policies create lock-in effects
because citizens n1ust plan for retirement far ahead, and arc thus not inclined to
support radical dlanges in these public programs, such as converting public plans to
private insurance or vice versa.
Past policies may also help to "socialize" or "privatize" conflict, as Schattschncider
(1960) put it, by encouraging groups to organize, and to view their problen1s as

legitimale grievances, which deserve public, and hence governmentaJ solutions. The
impact of government policies on the organization and n1obilization of interests
was termed by Skocpol (1985, 21) a "Toquevillian" view of the role of the state.
A classical cxan1p1e was provided by Selznick in TVA and the Grassroots (1984/1949).
Selznick argued that the TVA's decision to imple1nent its "grassroots philosophy"
by signing agreexncnts with local fanners' organizations diverted the organization
fron1 its original aitns. For exainple, TVA agricultural den1onstration programs
funded mainly the distribution of phosphates rather than nitrates, a decision
that benefited large farmers, but leh tenant fanners out in the cold, because their
strips of land were not large enough for the use of phosphates, as this required crop
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Urban policies that encouraged clas:s segregation, as in Britain, ultimately encouraged
political organization based on class identities, whereas those based on ethnic
identities resulted in a bifurcation of politics and class, \vith class .important at the
workplace and ethnic identity in politics, as in the United States (Katznelson i985).
Si1nilarly, British colonial rule in what later became southwest Nigeria privileged
tribal or ethroic identities at the expense of religious cleavages (Laitin 1985).
111is interplay bet\vecn state and society-and indeed the networks of relation
ships that link social interests to the polity-was a central focus of ncocorporatist
theorists. These scholafs argued that institutionalized relationships between govern

ment and interest groups created entry barriers for new groups and new pol:ilical
issues. Consequently, interest group negotiations took place within nationally dis
tinct institutions of interest intermediation that changed the array of organized

interests as well as their impact on government policies. In son1e countries, but not
in others, interest groups were functionally specialized, centrally organized, and
enrolled high numbers of members. This allowed. them to play a useful role in

both preparing and implementing legislation, such as public health insurance, and
in promoting more infonnal policies, such as inco1nes policies to control inflation
(Schmitter and Lehmbruch 1979; Berger i981; Goldthorpe 1984; Katzenstein 1985;

rotation. To be sure, phosphates were preferable from an environmental point of

Maier 1987),

view. llowever, in the land use policy of the TVA, t11e interests of large farmers rather

Thus, research on public policies-the welfare state, urban policies, tax policy,
econo1nic policy, health policy, environmental policy-helped reawal(cn interest in
institutions. As study after study showed that policy outco1ncs could not be
accounted for by the preforences of citizens, the balance of interest group opinion,
or larger social structural forces or actors (such as "classes"), scholars' attention

than the environment were decisive: following protests by landowning farmers the
TVA radically reduced the strips of land surrounding the electric power reservoirs
that were incorporated into the public domain ror conservation purposes. Thus, by
trying to co-opt the influentjal farmers belonging to the American Farm Bureau
Federation into its very organizational structure--with the aim of being better able
to actually implement its policies---the TVA surrendered its ability to inake indew
pendent policy decisions, and tipped the balance of power away fro1n environtnenw
talists and the poor, and to'lovards the \vealthier farmers. Later research on the TVA
pointed to yet another instance of political bias: to avoid conflict with influential
local parties, the dormitories of the TVA were strictly segregated, a racial policy not in
line with federal guidelines.
Similarly, social policies have affected the balance of the "dernocratic class strug
gle" by giving organizations representing \vorking-class interests both moral and
econo1nic resources. Universal social policies, for example, encourage solidarity (and
therefore collective action) across occupational categories, whereas progran1s organ
ized around n1orc narrow occupational groupings undercut broader dass tnobiliza
lion. In addition, to the extent that social protection becomes enshrined as a social
"right," political mobilization ahned at expanding or maintaining social policies
gains in legitimacy (Esping-Andersen and Korpi 1984; Klass 1985). Unemploy1nent
insurance administered through unions-the "Ghent" system-was used as a select
ive incentive to attract members, and thus led to higher rates of union n1embership
in countries that organi1,ed unemployment policy in this way (Rothstein 1992).

turned lo how the organization of the polity affected policy 1naking and in1plemen
tation (Hall 1986; Scharpf 1997; Czada, Heritier) and Kernan 1998; Peters 1998, 2001).
Moreover, as such a variety of factors outside of the strict purview of govern1nent
were rdevant, the e1nphasis on the state gave way to a Jnore general "institutionalist"
perspective that viewed governmental institutions as "political configurations;' and
broadened the scope of the analysis to include more non-governmental factors
(Imn1ergut 1992a, 3 ff., 24-8; Skocpol 1992, 41 ff., 47 ff.; Thelen and Steinn10 1992;

Hall and Taylor 1996; ln1mergut i998). These studies differed \vith regard to which
institutions precisely were n1ost relevant in a particular case, ranging fron1 the llnpact

of the electoral syste1n on party co1npetition (Steinino i993), the relationship be
tv.reen legislatures and the courts (llattam 1993), and "political opportunity struc
tures" (Kitscl1elt i986), to a rnuch broader set of institutional effects, including
standard operating procedures, windows of opportunity, and nonns and ideas
(Weir 1992). Nevertheless, these studies share a common conclusion: that institutions

and institutional effects unbalance the purported level playing field of the pluralist
n1odel, and so channel policy decisions onto some paths but not others, as in models
of path dependency (Pierson 2000).
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2.

THE IMPLICATIONS OF INSTITUTIONALIST
THEORY FOR PUBLIC POLICY STUDIES

activjties of the administration. J\11ore broadly, these politic.al representatives
should be engaged in political deliberation to produce a "public philosophy"
which drav·ring on the work of Lippmann, Lowi defines as "any set of principles
and criteria above and beyond the reach of government and statesmen by which the

If policy studies have i1nproved our understanding of institulions, can an inslilu
tionalist perspective help us to improve public policies? In any given area, policy
analysis depends upon a host of inforn1ation and technical knowledge that does not
necessarily have anything to do with institutions, politics, or society. Yet, the de
cisions about what do to about this information is a

political

or

social

or

public

choice, to use so1ne of the terms that are conunonly used. Once \Ve have defined
public policy as "collective choice" we fai..-e a number of questions to which political
science and social science have quite a bit to say: VVho shall make these choices? What
procedures should be used to make these choices? How are we to distinguish "good"
fron1 "bad" choices?
The institutionalist nlodel of democratic choice seeks to irnprove the

substance of

public policy choices by improving the procedures used to make these choices. Many
institutional.ists, such as Lowi, \Vritc of going beyond "process" or "bargaining" to
"procedures," and to replace "what is n1erely popular" with what is "truly public"

(1979, 61, 63, 297). To some extent, this is just a play on words, but the point that is

expressed is that one must look more critically at the political process, and if
necessary, adjust the rules of the gan1e in order to improve the normative quality
of the results. Institutionalist scholars seek procedures that aHow for meaningful

�

political participation, such as supports for political arenas that allow for goal-sett ng
discussions to take place, or judicial procedures lhat allow citizens to press for justice.
Elster ( 1986) describes the institutionalist vision of den1ocratic choice as a "forun1" in
which decisions are made and interests defined through adversarial discussion, as
opposed to a "1narket" where interests or preferences are aggregated; the former relies
on a logic of "arguing;" the second on a logic of "bargaining." March and Olsen

{1986) likewise discuss the difference bet"\veen inerely «aggregating" versus truly
"integrating" prefCrcnccs.
Lo\vi's (1979) work on "juridical de1nocracy" provides a good illustration of this
approach. Lowi argues that with the expansion of the role of the president and the
executive administration in US politics since the New Deal has co1ne an unacknow
ledged constitutional change, "''hich he refers to as the "Second Republic." AJnerican
political debates are disconnected from these realities of executive po\ver and inter
ventionist government, pretending to revolve around the poles of "more" or "less"
govcr111ncnt, ·when in fuct, both major parties support n1ore government spending,
.
but dife
f r n1ainly on the purposes to which it should be put. The consequence ts a
tendency to devolve govern111ent power to adn1inistrative discretion and negotiations
with private interest groups. A'> in Max Weber's classic work on the proper relation

decisions of governrnent are guided and justified" (1969, 82). Such a public philoso
phy "will emerge from a kind of political discourse in which few <'f us have engaged
during the false consensus of our generation" (1979, 298) and requfrcs "rneaningful
adversary proceedings . .

[with] conflict among political aclors at the level where

each is forced regularly into fonnulating general rules, applicable to individual acts
of state and at one and the sa1ne l'i1nc ethically plausible to the individual citizen"

(1969, 84).
Thus, like Weber, Lowi believes lhat legislative power should be finnly in the hands
of the legislative branch of governme,nt, and that politicians should decide on the

ends

of policy through public debate. I-Iere, Lo\"l'i makes it dear that what is

iinportant is reaching agree1nent on the substantive aitns of politics Lhrough a
deliberative and adversarial process, by which the quality of political participation
und political discussion rather than the breadth of participation is what counts: "The
juridical approach does not dictate a particular definition of justice, of virtue, or of
the good life .... It does not reduce the virtue of political co1npetition, but only
makes access to some areas of government a bit more difficult to acquire" (1979, 311).
Thus, the title of the book has a double 1neaning.

The End of Liberalis1n means

both

that the previous classical liberal era of big versus s1nall government is over, and that
political representatives nlust engage in a new debate about Lhe goal or "end" of
government in this nev..' era, or "Third Republic." In a similar vein, Selznick corn
plained that because the- substantive content of the 'JVA's grass-rools philosophy was
never dearly defined, its leaders had the scope to choose a 1neans of policy decision
1naking and implementation that devolved public power to private groups and
thereby allowed agriculture interests to hijack the agency. As he wrote, "Means
tyranniz.e vvhen co111mitments they build up divert us fro111 our true objectives.
Ends are in1potent v,rhen they are so abstract and unspecified that they offer no
principles of criticism and assessment" (198411949, iv).
The American "War ou Poverty" can serve as a case in point for this institutionalist
perspective. In contrast to the New Deal, which introduc.ed its social policies by a law
(the Social Security Act of 1935) that provided relatively clear guidelines as to which
social risks were to be insured by govenunent, the War on Poverty proposed a
strategy of "1naximum feasible participation" ("maxiinum feasible misunderstand
ing" in Moynihan's (i969) famous phrase). The idea was to fight poverty by politic
ally einpowering the poor .u
; 1d other disadvantaged groups. This strategy was
legitimized hy the pluralist philosophy of government, which hoped that by correct
ing unequal access to the interest group process, govern1nent outcomes would be
1nade 1nore in line with the public interest. I-Iowever, the result was n1uch money

ship between politics and administration (1978/1918; see also Aberbach, Putnam, a�d
Roclunan 1981), Lowi urges the legislature to \'llrest power a\vayfrom administrative

n1isspent and fevi" results. Substantive jusLice would have been better served, accord

agencies by 1naking laws with dear purposes that allow politicians to monitor the

policy, and then drafting a nev.' la\v. Fonnal procedures and not infonnal processes

ing to Lowi, by deliberating in Congress about the ends and 1neans of anti-poverty
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are thus the route to defining the substantive goals of public policy, and choosing the
means for reaching these goals.
Even Lowi admits, however, that not every single detail of public policy can be
n1ade a lnatter of a legislative decision. Therefore, he urges that better procedures be
used for ad1ninistrative policy n1aking as well. 'IO govern fully according to the rule of
law means, according to Lowi, to force administrative agencies lo deliberate about

the rules they are implementing and to forbid thetn from granting exceptions to
the rules to particular groups. If necessary, the agencies should refer the case to
Congress to ask for a reinterpretation or revision of the original law. Much as a case
brought before a court of law serves to improve the definition of justice and the legal
rules themselves, administration of laws should lead to the adoption of better rules,

and in many cases, better laws. Nonet (1969) used the case of deliberations about

organized. The theory was that this would niak.e it

cliffic�l

·�--- . . . .---

to

�1obilize

local

resistance to EDA plans. The consequence, however, was that 1t was difficult to find

local leaders that could organize meetings and help get things done. I-lad the EDA

chosen a city with an effective political machine, like Chicago, the impact on local
enlployment inight have been far greater. Indeed, in their study of social assistance,
Piven and Clo,vard point out that the "street "level bureaucrats" of the city of Chicago
distributed welfare payments to recipients effectively during the 1950s and 1960s,
whereas in New York, it took political pressure from newly organized groups
representing the pOor to open up city administration to these under�represented

citizens (1971,

11.

41, 335-6; Lipsky 1980). Thus, in practice, the impact of the

procedures for implementation depends upon local political structures and patterns
0f political mobilization and not simply the formal rules.

workmen's compensation to show how such an approach can lead to "administrative
justice." Many nations have introduced courtlike procedures for adjudicating about
bio-ethics.
Thus, by critiquing procedures for den1ocratic choice, institutionalist research can
provide guidelines for drafting policy procedures involving not just n1aking laws but
the ad1ninistrative decision making that inevitably follo\vs. Indeed, many policy
solutions entail introducing a set of guidelines for ad1ninistrative decision 1naking

rather than directly legislating a policy outcome. The implication of the institution
alist perspective is that lhe quality of administrative decision making depends upon
the procedures for decision making themselves. 1-Iowever, the impact of institutions
also depends upon their soci<Jl and political context.
Here, a classic policy study n1ay serve as illustration. As a result of their path
breaking study of the i1nplementation of the Economic Developn1ent Act in Oak
land, California, Pressman and Wildavsky (1984) came to the conclusion that im
plementation requires agreement at rnany points in a chain of decision making. Even
if the probability of agreement at each decision point is quite high, say 0.9, the effect
of rnultiple decision points (N) will be to reduce the probability of a final agreement
by the formula (0.9)". The types of decision points that caused problems in Oakland
were things like negotiations with interest group and community leaders about plans

tu build a new airport to create jobs and the criteria for distributing s1nall business

3.

INSTITUTIONAL CONSTRAINTS
ON PUBLIC POLICY

Given that institutional rules and procedures have a large impact on both the politics
of IXJlicy making and the implementation of various policy designs, what lessons can

we learn fro1n the institutionalist perspective for policy design? Research on the exact

itnpact of instit utiona! procedures on policy decision n1aking and the interaction
effects of institutional rules with political, social, and even historical contexts is still

in its infancy. VVhat has been learned so far?
One approach has consisted of typologies for comparing political systems. Lij
phart (1984, 1999) divides democracies into t\\To types: 1najoritarian and consensus
de1nocracies. The political institutions of majoritarian syste1ns provide for the
creation of strong majorities and provide few constraints on govern1nent actions,

whereas consensus democracies focus on including 1ninorities and providing those
1ninorities with institutional mechan.isn1s for blocking majority decisions. He deter-

loans. By the time local administrators had met with interested parties in 1nultiple

1nincs whether the political syste111 of a given nation belongs to the first or second

all, Jet alone developing substantively rational criteria for placing people in jobs or

"executive-party" dimension and the "federalism-unitary" dimension. The execu

rounds of 1ncetings, it became increasingly difficult to spend the allocated funding at

supporting s!nall businesses. The explanation advanced by Pressman and WiJdavsky

type by considering a number of variables that he groups into two dimensions, the
tive-party di1ne11sion is measured by indicators such as the frequency with which one

is typical of an organization theory approach: the organizational procedures for

governing coalition is in power, the number of political parties and the types of

are responsible for the policy outcomes. Their own evidence, however, points to the

ethnicity), the average duration of goven1n1ents, and the disproportionality of the

decision making (and not political disagree1nents or differences in political power)

in1portance of more political factors. The Washington, DC, headquarters of the

Economic Development Administration (EDA) purposely chose Oaldand, Califor�
nia, for its pilot developn1ent progratn, because of its weak local political structure.
Rather than having a directly elected mayor, Oakland was run by a City Council with
an appointed city manager. Further, local interest groups were weak and poorly

divisions or 'cleavages' that characterize them (socioeconomic, religion, language,
electoral system. The n1ore these indicators show a pattern of concentrated govern
n1ent power, the more "majodtarian" the ranking of the political syste1n on the
executive-party dimension. The federaJ-unitary dimension is characterized by bi
cameralism, tax decentralization, and constitutional rigidity, all of which Lijphart
uses to indicate federalism. I-le finds a statistical association between consensus
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de1nocracy and higher levels of economic growth, lower inflation rates, more en

these approaches consider the institutions as interdependent variables, but institu

con1passing welfare states, and greater levels of citizen satisfaction v1.rith democracy,

tions are not political actors. Instead institutions in combination with particular

causing hin1 to conclude that "consensus democracy tends to be the 'kinder, gentler'

distributions of votes should be viewed as incentive structures, and hence as inter

fonn of democracy" (1999, 275).

vening variables, and not as actors.

1lo\vever, as Lijphart himself is well aware, we find consociational political insti

Imn1ergut (1990, 1992b) characterizes political syste1ns in tenns of their "veto

tutions in "divided societies," as he puts it-th<:-se divided for example, by ethnic or

points" which are fo'"med by the combination of constitutional rules and political

religious cleavages (1969). These divisions are the historical reason for various sorts

1najorities at any given point in time. A "veto point" is defined as a political arena

of veto poV11ers for 1ninorities. Consequently, it 1nay not be the political institutions

with the jurisdictional power to veto a governn1ent legislative proposal, in which the

thaL resuh in the kinder, gentler de1nocracies, bul perhaps the "divided" societies that
have these sorts of political institutions may have also tended to develop integrative

probability of veto ls high. This niodel assutnes that politicians within the executive
or legislative branch have decided to propose legislation, and considers the poinls in

social institutions of various types, precisely to overco1ne the divisions that led to

the subsequent chain of decision 1naking in which veto is likely. Although it is

political blockages. This "chicken-and�egg" problem in institutiona1 devclop1ncnt is

tempting to overextend this model to call any locus of political disagree1nent a

often referred to as the proble1n of "endogeneity."
Powell (2000) has produced a similar typology based on the formal constitutional

"veto point;' the original intent was to present a restricted definition. If, for example,
a law must be passed in the tvvo chambers of a bicameral parliament, and the second

rules for electing rcprescn!atives an<l making policy decisions, in \-Vhich he rctCrs to

chamber is controlled by a different rr1ajority fron1 the first chamber, then disagree-

the "majoritarian" and "proportional" visions of den1ocracy. The "1najoritarian"

1nent between the two chambers and hence, second chainber veto of first chamber

vision calls for electoral niles that allow a majority of voters to elect a government,

decisions is likely. Under these conditions, the second chainber should be considered
veto point. Other exa1nplcs of potential veto points are: constitutional cou11S,

and for that government to enact policies without institutional impediments. The

a

tnajoritarian vision allows a political party to assuine governmental power and to

presidents, and referenda. In the European legislative process, the European Parlia-

enact its political program with full accountability to the voters. The proportional

1nent (EP) has only been a veto point since the co-decision procedure was introduced

vision by contrast is more concerned with niinorities that might never be represented
in a inajoritarian systen1, and caJls for proportional representation, coalition gov

by the 'fl:eaty of Maastricht (1993).
T'.5cbclis has incorporated the "veto points" tnodel into a more general "veto

ernments, and mechanisms of power sharing, such as bicameralism, and the repre

players" theory (1995, i999, 2002). Veto players theory also focuses on the policy

sentation of ihe opposition in parliamentary standing committees.

rnaking capacities of executive governments, but defines "veto player" positively as

Persson and Thbellini (2002) divide electoral rules and political regimes into tvvo

any institutional or partisan actor whose agreement is necessary for approval of

types: rnajoritarian versus proportional electoral syste1ns; and presidential versus
parlia1nentary regi111es. They focus on the individual incentives of politicians as the

legislation . The institutional veto players are identical to the veto points. But the veto
players theory goes further by also considering the 1ne1nbers of the governmental

link bet\veen formal political institutions and political behaviour. They argue that in

coalition as veto players, as the n1en1bers of the different parties in the coalition 1nust

single-mcrnbcr district electoral systen1s, politicians in a political party n1ust focus

all agree in order for legislation to be proposed. Tsebelis also considers the policy

on niaxin1izing the nu1nber of districts they win; this means focusing on policies

distances and pol.icy cohesion of the various veto players. The veto players theory says

largeted to voters in a particular district, such as employees of a parlicular company

that policy change 'vill be 111ade more difficult as the number of veto players

that n1ight be given a government contract, or other types of "pork barrel" policies.

increases, and also their policy distance and cohesion.

Lowi has referred to these policies as "distributive" (1964, 1972). lTndcr proportional

Atte1npts to test these theories about the i1npact of institutions on policies and

represenlation, by contrast, politicians need to rnaximizc votes and not districts; for

policy 1naking have resulted in n1ixed conclusions. Armingeon (2002) tests variables

lhis purpose, redistributive policies that appeal to broad strata of voters, such as

from Lijphart's typology and comes lo the conclusion that one must distinguish

national health insurance or public pension plans, are better.

between different dirnensions of "consensus" dernocracy: corporatism (the organ

Attempts to characterize political systen1s in terms of discrete political institutions

ization of interests), consociatiooalisn1 (need for agreement an1ongst relatively large

share three problems, however, Flrst, no political system is an ideal-type combination

ntunbers of parties), and counter-majo1itarian institutions (institutions for blocking

of these various institutions, but a conglomeration of institutional details that come

1najority decisions), tluber, Ragin, and Stephens (i993) and Schmidt (2002) find

together as a semi-coherent whole. Second, the functioning of political institutions

support for the impact of constitutional structures and both veto points and veto

depends upon the exact distribution of votes amongst political parties in elections,

players on social policy, but find that one 1nust ex�unine interaction effects between

and the ways in which institutional rules and procedures convert those vote shares

partjsanship and political structures. In a study of attempts to renegotiate the policies

into distributions of parlian1entary seats and shares of governmental power, as ·well as

of coordinated market economies, Immergut and Kume (2006) and collaborators

the decision-making ruJes for making governn1ental and legislative decisions. Third,

find that "public beliefs" set lllnits to the ability of policy makers to transform their
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